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As an important component of China's housing policy, economic and functional 
housing policy is not only the correct and inevitable choice to accelerate the 
establishment of China’s new housing system, but also the better choice to solve the 
low-income and mid-income residents’ housing difficulties and problems. Practice 
has proved that the development of economic and functional housing can meet the 
housing needs of low-income and mid-income residents. By setting-up such a system 
of housing supply and distribution, it plays a positive role on promoting the social 
stability and benefiting the development of national economy. However, a series of 
problems have come up with the implementation of this policy, such as difficult 
queue up, loose check, the dominance of the rich,, which deviate the targeted goal of 
economic and functional housing policy .Suspicion of the policy has appeared, even 
during "two Conferences" some members of the CPPCC National Committee 
submitted proposal regarding “stopping the development and construction of  the 
economic and functional house”. From the perspective of public policy, this paper 
tries to analyze the problems and proposes policy suggestions for Xiamen’s security 
economic and functional housing policy, hoping this will start further discussion on 
this issue.  
Mainly, four chapters are included in this chapter: 
Chapter One: The background and significance are introduced. Based on the 
review of domestic and foreign research, the argument and logic of this paper are 
presented.   
Chapter Two: Through reviewing the evolution of the Economic and Functional 
Housing Policy, this part establishes theoretical foundation for following research. 
Furthermore, it uses overseas experiences in housing policies as a source of  
reference and reveals some enlightenment. 
Chapter Three: This part focus on the current situation of Xiamen’s economic 
and functional housing. Through studying the features of Xiamen’s social security 














Chapter Four: Policy recommendations on the improvement of the security 
economic and functional housing policy are proposed, including identifying a 
scientific housing security goal, setting an effective housing supply mode,  
implementing a reasonable housing distribution policy, seeking a mutil-channel 
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年底城镇居民人均住房建筑面积超过 27 平方米，比 2002 年底的 22.8 平方米增



























































































































































     1. 经济适用住房及其与商品房的区别与联系 
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